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XHS Series EIA Mounting Rails

Product Description
XHS Series EIA Mounting Rails Individual Components Ordering Options

Technical Drawing

Technical Specifications

Application

Product
Overview:

These individual component ordering options are available as an ala carte option for customers that have existing XH Series Belden Cabinets and would like to replace an item, or want to add
an additional item. These component selections are not meant to serve as an individual item selection to create a complete cabinet. If you would like to configure a cabinet for a BOM, please go
to the cabinet configurator section of the online catalog that is titled "Need a custom configured product?" or do a search in the search bar for the cabinet series you are looking for to see the
selection of compatible items available.

Features: EIA Mounting rails are constructed of 12 ga, marked with RU markings starting 1U at the bottom. Rails are EIA 310 Compliant with 19" mounting as the standard. Default hardware for cage nut
style rails is M6., Default front rail position is 3.0" from cabinet face and 24" between rails for 30" and 36" deep, 30" between rails for 42" and 48" deep cabinets

Environmental
Space: Indoor

Mechanical Characteristics

Mounting: Vertical

https://catalog.belden.com/index.cfm?event=pd&p=PF_XHSXHSSSeriesEIAMountingRails&tab=downloads
https://catalog.belden.com/index.cfm?event=pd&p=PF_XHSXHSSSeriesEIAMountingRails&tab=downloads


Environmental and Overall Characteristics

Finish: Medium Texture Black Powder coat finish

Material: Steel

Color: Black

Related Part Numbers

Packaging: If ordered with a cabinet, EIA rails will be installed. If ordered separately, product will be packaged and shipped.

Variants

Cabinet Frame Height Cabinet Frame Width Rail Tapping Ordering Part #

42U 30.0 in 10-32 HS423042RLS1032

42U 30.0 in 10-32 HS423048RLS1032

45U 30.0 in 10-32 HS453042RLS1032

45U 30.0 in 10-32 HS453048RLS1032

48U 30.0 in 10-32 HS483042RLS1032

48U 30.0 in 10-32 HS483048RLS1032

42U 30.0 in 12-24 HS423042RLS1224

42U 30.0 in 12-24 HS423048RLS1224

45U 30.0 in 12-24 HS453042RLS1224

45U 30.0 in 12-24 HS453048RLS1224

48U 30.0 in 12-24 HS483042RLS1224

48U 30.0 in 12-24 HS483048RLS1224

42U 30.0 in M6 HS423042RLSCN6

42U 30.0 in M6 HS423048RLSCN6

45U 30.0 in M6 HS453042RLSCN6

45U 30.0 in M6 HS453048RLSCN6

48U 30.0 in M6 HS483042RLSCN6

48U 30.0 in M6 HS483048RLSCN6

42U 40.0 in 10-32 HS424042RLS1032

42U 40.0 in 10-32 HS424048RLS1032

45U 40.0 in 10-32 HS454042RLS1032

45U 40.0 in 10-32 HS454048RLS1032

48U 40.0 in 10-32 HS484042RLS1032

48U 40.0 in 10-32 HS484048RLS1032

42U 40.0 in 12-24 HS424042RLS1224

42U 40.0 in 12-24 HS424048RLS1224

45U 40.0 in 12-24 HS454042RLS1224

45U 40.0 in 12-24 HS454048RLS1224

48U 40.0 in 12-24 HS484042RLS1224

48U 40.0 in 12-24 HS484048RLS1224

42U 40.0 in M6 HS424042RLSCN6

42U 40.0 in M6 HS424048RLSCN6

45U 40.0 in M6 HS454042RLSCN6

45U 40.0 in M6 HS454048RLSCN6

48U 40.0 in M6 HS484042RLSCN6

48U 40.0 in M6 HS484048RLSCN6
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